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 If you thought Digimon would be okay with losing the Adventure and Digital Monsters lines and still manage to keep the Taichi lines and whatnot, your dreams have just been crushed, apparently. The real problem with Digimon (or at least the one I can actually confirm) is that the Japanese line is really lacking in any official fansubs. This is why I never got a chance to watch the original shows,
actually. Plus, it was really hard to find decent fansubs for them, really, unless you were into digging into the true source material. Yes, we did have the Lunar Silver Star episodes and that was awesome, but I really wanted to be able to see the actual episode translations instead of the heavily edited Japanese ones. On top of that, there were some really problematic dubs out there for Digimon-related
stuff, especially the Digital Monster line. Yes, at one point they had dubs of the monster digimon shows, but they were utter crap. There was even an "official" dub of Digimon Adventure, but it was the Japanese dubbed version. However, Digimon appears to be making some changes in their policy with regards to the fansub of their shows. The official Digimon website has an article called, "All the
new fansubs you always wanted to watch!" It starts by stating that it is actually kind of their "baby" as a website. But then, it goes on to say that the fansubbers are actually encouraged to make a "better" fansub. They're actually saying something like this: "We've been watching the various fansubs that are out there for a while, and we think it's great that the fansubbing community is getting stronger.

But, unfortunately, the quality isn't always there. We're a website that exists to bring you the best we can, and that means watching and watching again. So here's a challenge to the fansubbers out there: make a better fan sub of a show that we do have, and we'll show the world what you can do!" It then goes on to say that they're looking for a fan sub of Digimon: Tamers, Digimon Adventure, Digimon
Adventure 02 and Digimon Fusion. They then give the official web address of the fansub, which is a really, really good thing. So, I'm actually a bit bummed that I'll have to keep watching that crappy dub of Digimon Adventure. 82157476af
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